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THE EXCESS  OF  SETS  OF  COMPLEX EXPONENTIALS

DAVID   R.   PETERSON

Abstract. Let A = {A„} be a complex sequence and denote its

associated set of complex exponentials {exp(;A„x)} by e(A).

Redheffer and Alexander have shown that if ]> \Xn—p.n\<co then

e(A) and e(p) have the same excess over their common complete-

ness interval. This paper shows this result to be the best possible.

1. Introduction. Let A = {Xn} be a complex sequence and denote

its associated set of complex exponentials {exp(iXnx)} by e(A). The

properties of e(A) can often be predicted from analyzing the distribution

of A, for instance, its completeness interval [2], [6], convergence rates

[7], and norm inequalities [4], [5], [8]. In this paper, a condition derived

by Redheffer and Alexander [1] which is sufficient for preserving the

excess of a set is shown to be the best possible.

Let A = {Xn} be a complex sequence; e(A) is complete in L2(—a,a)

if the following condition is satisfied: iffe L2(—a, a) and

f
f(x)exp(iXnx) dx = 0

J—a

for each n, then /=0. The interval / is the completeness interval for

e(A) if the set is complete on all shorter intervals but on no longer intervals.

e(A) has excess F(A) on an interval if it remains complete when F terms

are removed but not when E+1 terms are removed. The range of F may

include negative integers as well as ±co by analogous definitions. The

term excess is well defined provided A satisfies, n^m implies Xn^Xm,

and this condition is implicit throughout. We have F= + oo on intervals

shorter than / and F= -co on intervals longer than / and so F(A) will

always refer to I, the only interval of interest. With complete generality

set I=[—tr, it].

A sequence A is.canonically indexed if 0Sn<m implies that \Xn\S

\XJ and |A_„|í¡|A_m| and is regular if infn¥,m{\Xn-Xm\}>0.

2. Statement of results. Let w(n) be a positive weight function defined

on the integers and A and U={pn} be complex sequences.
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Theorem I (Redheffer-Alexander [1]). Ifw(n)^.S>0,for all n, then

2 \Xn—pn\w(n)<co implies E(A) = E(U).

Theorem II. If inf{w(n)}=0, then there exist real, regular, sequences

A and U such that 2 \^n~Pn\w(n)^-coi when A is canonically indexed,

but — co<F(A)<F(f/)<oo. Theorems I and II characterize the weight

functions w(n) with the property: 2 \X„—pn\w(n)<oo implies E(A) = E(U),

as those which satisfy inf{w(/z)}>0.

Theorem II remains valid when w(n) is allowed to take on the value

+ 00, provided 0 • oo=0, and thus no gap theorem can remove the re-

striction inf{w(n)}>0.

3. Proof of Theorem II. We may suppose that infn>0{w(n)}=0 and

let ns be the first integer for which w(n)Sj~3, y'=l, 2, • • ■ . Define a

sequence of positive integers {k¡} by: k0=arbitrary, large integer and for

y'=l, 2, • ■ ■ , kj=inf{n\n=nj+m for some m^.0 and n^k2_x}. Theorem II

follows from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4. The direct product definition F(z) =

nO-zMJ will be used to designate F(z) = limR^00 FLak« (1-^MJ
with convergence easily verified if there is no justification given.

Lemma 3. There is a real, even, regular sequence A satisfying {+k},

yVOjcA, 0£A, and -oo<F(A)<0, such that if Q(z)=f\ (l-z/Xn)
then Q is of exponential type tr, Q(x) e F2(— oo, co), and

\Q(x)\2dx= co.

Lemma 4 (Redheffer-Alexander [1]). Let A and U be real sequences

with 0 ^ A, U and nx(r) (n^(r)) denote the number of terms Xn (resp. pn)

in the interval (0, r), counted negatively for negative r, and set Ar=nx(r) —

nß(r). If \Ar\SHeventually, then \E(A)-EiU)\S4H+2.

Suppose A and Çfoz) are as in Lemma 3 and define the sequence U by:

Pn = K if ^n ^ kj,

= kk — lj   if Xn = kj for some j,

where f is selected so that \f-j\S 1 and the sequence U remains regular.

Lemma 4 holds with H=\ so that |F(A) — EiU)\S6 and since w(nj+m)S

j~3, we have 2 \^n~Pn\w(n) = H 0'+I)j"3<°°-

Set F(z)=n il-zlpn) and Riz)=Piz)jQiz) so that

Riz) = n c - 'fan*-, - Wi - h)i
For a fixed z, let km denote one of the closest kj to z and set

(1) f(z) = \z\ 2 hi*, - z\ ih, - I A.
j =tm
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If |argz|^z?>0, then \k}—z|^|z|sin r¡, and since kj^.k)_x for ally, for

|argz\<.r¡ there is a constant A not depending on z so that A\k¡—z|^|z|

for jj^m. From the convergence of 2 h\^i~h\-i> '* follows that the series in

(1) converges uniformly and that/(z) is uniformly bounded in the complex

plane. Thus there is a constant A' so that

A' S \R(z)\ \km - z\(\km -lm-.z\S A'~\

Hence, P(z) has exponential type 7r and

r , „  f*)+2/ ffc. - Is - xf?
|F(x)|2 dx ^ A' 2 Q(x)    '       ' dx

J Jtc,+i \ (kj — x)    I

= A'2 (¿j[jQ(x)\2 dx = co.

It must be that F(i7)^0, for if -oo<F(i/)<0, then by the Paley-Wiener

theorem, there would be an entire function Fiz) of exponential type 77 which

satisfies Fix) e L2(— 00, 00) and whose zero set is Uu{zj},j=l, 2, • ■ • ,

—E(U)—l, for some nonzero complex numbers z3. By a theorem of

Lindelöf, F(z)=a exp(bz)P(z)n(l — z/zA for constants a and b. An exami-

nation of the indicator functions for F and F shows that ¿»=0 and thus

F(x) $ L2(— co, co), a contradiction.

4. Proof of Lemma 3. The sequence A is constructed from the integers

so that Q(z) behaves like sin ttz\ttz except in neighborhoods of the set

{+k3},j=l, 2, • • ■ , where |ß(x)| assumes relatively large values.

Let {/j} be a sequence of positive integers satisfying fSk" for some a,

0<a<l, and m be a fixed positive integer, all to be specified later. For

n>0, set

Xn = n — m,       kj — lj S n < k},

= n — m + \,       kj — f — m S n <. kj — /,,

= n,    otherwise,

and for «<0, set Xn=— X_n. The sequence A is real, regular, and even

with 0<£A and {±F,}<=A. For £/={//}, n¿¿0, Lemma 4 holds with

m = H so that F(A) is finite. Fory=l, 2, • • • , define a sequence of func-

tions r±jiz) by

(2) M- ft {$&=?).
s=k.-m \    As-i \S — Z)   /

s

For g(z)=7r(l— z/AJ, we then have

(\
lim [I ri(z) I •
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The influence of the term r¡(z) is only local since there is a constant

A so that uniformly in z and y>0, we obtain |ln|rj(z)| \SAI¡lk¡ whenever

\z-kj\2zkd2. We can assume that k^2' and obtain

(4) |ln n'l r/z)|| = 2A2 ^~X)\       * - 1< 0,

where the ' denotes deletion of those terms for which  \z—k¡\ <kJ2.

From (4) it is clear that Q(z) has exponential type n.

For any real x satisfying \x-kj\SkJ2, the absolute value of each term

in (2), s = kj — m,---,kj—\, is dominated by max{2,3xljjXs_l\s—x\}.

This bound and the inequality ¡sin ttx\Stt\s — x\ applied to (2), (3) and

(4) show that there is a constant B independent of y so that

(5) f \Q(x)\2dxSBml2mlk2,
J\s—kt]¿tm

and

) \Q(x)\2dx < B\ x-2dx

2mBi   r
+ —H \x-k,\-2mdx.

K j   J\ x—kj\ s-_ m

Thus, Q(x) e LH- x, x) if 2 /?"/*'<«>.
Similarly, j£<l'í 'Q(x)2 dx^B'lfnjk2 uniformly in y for some nonzero

5'. It is clear that by selecting m = 2 and lj=[(kjjj)112], Lemma 3 is

satisfied.

5. Remarks and extensions. Without further restrictions on w(n),

the conclusion of Theorem II cannot be altered to give \E(A) — E(U)\ — co.

For instance, setting w(n)=j~1 when n = 2' = nJ and w(n)=\ otherwise,

then ¿i\/.n—pn\w(n)<yj implies |F(A)—F(t/)|<co, The convention

|x — x|=0 is used when F(A)=±x.

To see this, suppose that F(A)<0 so that there is a nontrivial Fiz)

of exponential type w, F(x) ££*(—«o, oo), whose zero set contains A.

Without altering the conclusion |F(A) — E(U)\ <oo we may assume

/-n = Pn when n=£nn \pn—Xn\Sj, and \Imp,\, |/„,A„|^ 1, for all « (see

Eisner [3]). Let

(1 - zjp,,,)
q(z) = Fiz) n

(1 - zlh)

and suppose that ?.n   is one of the closest /.„ to z. By the estimates in the

proof of Theorem II,

P(?\\ i„     _ 7\i\ni7\\ i;     — 7) < j-
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for.a constant A. Therefore, Q has exponential type 7r and Ö(x)/(1 + |x|) g

F2(-oo, co) so that E(U)<co. By symmetry, \E(A)-E(U)\ <co.

If we consider only real sequences A and U, Theorem I and Theorem

II can be restated in terms of the function nx(r). We need only observe

that for canonically indexed sequences A and U, if for some m,

J \nll(r)-nlx(r)+m\ dr<cc, then 2 \h-pn+m\<«>-

Theorem I'. Let w(x) be a positive weight function for which

infx{w(x)}>0. For A and U are real sequences and for some m,

j \nxir)-n^r)+m\wir) dr<co, then F(A) = F(f/).

Theorem II'. 7/"lima,_>0Ovt(x)=0, then there are real, regular sequences

A and U such that J \nxir)—n^r)\wir) dr< co but — co<F(A)<F(£/)<co.
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